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Proven Million Dollar Email Campaigns

With historic 4,500% ROI, isn't it time to Make
Your Email Marketing Campaigns Great Again?!
Email marketing is the most consistent money
maker since the advent of the internet 30 years ago.
If you want to make money, develop a large, wellsegmented list of highly engaged Buyers.
CHA-CHING... PURE PROFITS...

Use this list of the Best Ideas for Email Subject Lines

to help your deliverability and open rates. Use these
terms in your campaigns or as a one-time broadcast
email to your list (as they were designed).
FOR ADDITIONAL FREE TRAINING GO TO:
https://MakeMaxMoney.com/entrepreneuer
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"Did you see this yet?" Referer back to a previous email, gift, deal, etc.
"Tips for getting [benefit/result]" Give specific tips for achieving a result that your users want.
"A Reader just asked me this...." Answer a question from your blog, a customer email, or from
somewhere else (Someone just asked this...")
"I need your help..." Ask Subscribers a question that gets them thinking and helps you serve them.
"The Top 5 Lies About [desired outcome]" Create a series of emails with myths lies
misconceptions, etc.
"What you Need to Know About [Interest/Desired Outcome]" Gives scarcity and that there are
getting new, hot information that they do not already have.
"7 Weird Ways to do...." Any kind of weird, strange or bizarre fact about ideas relating to your own
market.
"Enter and Win" This has a high open rate but the word "win" may make it risky for deliverability
filtering.
"Are you interested in..." Ask if they 're interested in getting a specific result, then delivers the
answer.
"Join me today to learn.."
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Automate Your Entire
Email Sales System
We will show you exactly how to optimize your current
autoresponder and provide you with evergreen email campaign
templates so you can get a piece of that 4,500% ROI...
>>> CLICK TO LEARN MORE NOW <<<
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